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TESTING THE QUALITY
OF A PCM OR PAM TELEMETRY SYSTEM

by : Jacques VERHAEGHE
Project Engineer,

Techniphone, France

Abstract:

Verifying the quality of a PCM (or PAM) telemetry system is an important concern
before any launch. A frame simulator generated test is definitely inchoate to exercise the
link’s real world disturbances response behavior. It should be completed with tests
involving some disturbances measurements.
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Introduction

An important concern for a flight Director is to be able to assert with reasonable trust
that any interaction between the telemetry parameters he uses (frequency, format,...), the
launched object itself and real world conditions (temperature, clouds, echoes, ...) will
give him a “usable” set of transmitted data. It means that, for a given error correction
code, expected Bit Error Rate has to be known. How to do so?

The two first paragraphs of this paper summarize the most widely used methods. The
third explains with tutorial examples why it is important to use test signals with
calibrated interferences and disturbances. The fourth paragraph summarizes what should
be asked to a general purpose field simulator.

1) Test of individual units:
It is an often used method, although it presents many drawbacks, some of them beeing

really serious:
-Time wasting: some functions unused for the scheduled launch will be tested;
-Heavy logistics: staff training for many different equipments, need to maintain

several calibrators/simulators, each with its own remote and manual programming
schemes.

-Difficulties to test some parts of the telemetry link, for example: cables from
room to room, AC supplies quality, ground loops, EMI susceptibility, ...



-Doing so doen’t test the telemetry link by itself, so interface problems between
tested units can arise (and will... -Murphy-!). Furthermore, this method belongs to a
philosophy in which you go from the part to the whole, and this is definitely not a good
way of testing.

In fact, this method is not relevant on field: it’s just a way to check out units
fonctionnality, and should be merely used by preventive maintenance services.

2) Fixed pattern global test.
Such a method lets you avoid a lot of the noted above drawbacks. You can send a

pattern of data, generated as it would be by the real device if its channel were noiseless.
It gives you the opportunity to check out equipments from the receiver to the
Decom/Word Selector, as a whole.

Many simulators built to generate such patterns do exist on the market.
* Their outputs can be BIO, NRZ, or DM, depending upon their use, upstream or

downstream of the Bit Sync, or both.
* Telemetry format can be fixed or can cover any possible IRIG format.
* Words data contents can be fixed or time-varying: random, or regularly

increasing, or resulting from conversion of an external analog source, ...
According to users, only a machine with high versatility can cover most of real cases

you are used to see on field. Be aware that one of the main choice criterion of such a
simulator is its ease of utilization : it must be user friendly (menu-driven screen for local
programming, and IEEE488 for remote control).

3) Behavioral tests with disturbances.

A frame simulator alone is expected to check out your telemetry link fonctionnality,
along with the frame parameters you chose. It is mandatory, but it is just an inception and
it’s not sufficient to predict what will be its behavior when your costly specimen is
launched. As you can’t control environmental conditions, it’s important to forecast what
can happen in those real world conditions. Some examples will help:

3.1) What: Error Correction Code?
Figure 1 is depicting Bit Error Rate vs Channel Noise in a real case . Curve 1(1)

shows the units regular behavior in a channel without any error correction. Curve
2 shows what happens when a forward error correction scheme is applied. In such
a case, if you can’t assert that your channel will be less noisy than at the two
curves intersection point, so you can use this error correction scheme. If you
expect it to be noisier, don’t.



figure 1
Note1: Tests made with the SISMIC telemetry link from Techniphone, France

3.2) How to Choose the Right Values for Units Adjustments?
Here, we want to measure Bit Error Rate sensitivity to some Bit Sync adjustments,

with increasing disturbances. Each curve of Figure 2 shows a telemetry link behavior
with a peculiar Window Width Adjustment of the Bit Sync.

You can see that if perturbations are to stay under some given level, then you can use
the adjustment value related to curve 1.

In case you cannot forecast the maximum disturbance level, you would have better to
deal with smoother curve 2. Adjustment values related to curves 3 and 4 look unusable
with this format.

3.3) Find the Best Adjustment for the Shortest Time to Recover.
Figure 3 shows what is the Vanish Test, and Figure 4 shows several results. Its

purpose is to measure the delay taken by the link to lock in again after PCM has
vanished. (It happens for example when a launched vehicle spins).



figure 2

figure 3

The different curves of figure 4 are related to Frame Sync parameters as Number of
consecutive false Frames to lock out from Lock Mode to Search Mode (N ) , and ErrorsVR

Threshold between good and false Frames in Lock mode (E ).V

Until vanishing time T  has reached some limit T , the telemetry link (in fact thevan     vanLim

Frame sync) stays locked in, even in a pretty noisy channel. See curves 3.



figure 4
(The curves 2 and 3 asymptotic behavior means that there is a
limit for the permissible noise a channel can admit if it has to
lock in again, and that this limit is smaller than the lock-out
noise limit. It’s regular.)

You’ll have to adjust Frame Sync parameters in such a way your Frame Sync stays
locked in, most of the time. Anyway, there is a trade-off to deal with: to find out an
adjustment with a shortest as possible recovery time, but stringent enough as, first, to
avoid locking in on a false sync word, and, second, to lock out quickly in case of severe
disturbance: doing such a test is the only way to go further than pure empirism.

Figure 5 shows the measurement system with a telemetry link. It is built from:
-a frame simulator surrounded with disturbances generators;
-a RF generator and its attenuator, if you want to test from the receiver itself;
-a real time Word Content Comparator and Mismatches Counter, used to

elaborate Bit Error Rate.



figure 5

4) Recap of useful disturbances tests:
So, in order to run efficient and meaningful field tests, it has been seen that the

telemetry link behavior to the following disturbances must be exercised:
-Amplitude Modulation, with modulated wave around a few kHz and depth

programmable;
-Frequency Modulation, also with low frequency or noise modulation, and width

programmable (it will test Phase Jitter, Doppler Effect, and Bit Sync phase lock loop
ringing);

-Baseband modulation, with low frequency modulation (checks out AC ground
problems and LF induction in cables);

-Noise added to the PCM, white or weighted (general purpose validation)
-PCM low pass Filtering, and ringing (to eliminate cable troubles);



PCM vanishing, with vanishing time T  and repetition rate programmable fromvan

few milliseconds to several seconds;
-Random wrong bits, and packet-grouped wrong bits, with occurence rate

programmable (to check out the link’s ability to keep on locking in).

Conclusion

A frame simulator by itself is no use to give you any good idea about your telemetry
link behavior in real world conditions: by itself, it is just able to validate the link’s
fonctionnaliy, and that’s not enough!

You must join a set of disturbances tests in order to forecast this telemetry link
behavior in the real world.

To carry out such tests, you need:
-a frame simulator with format and data contents programmation;
-some disturbance generators (see paragraph 4 for details);
-a Bit Error Rate measurement unit.

These machines must provide remote programming in order to conduct tests with a
computer and to plot the behavior curves.

An equipment grouping the three above units and a PAM simulator with the same
field-testing features in a single 19"x6" enclosure does exist on the international market:

the GS11000 Simulateur , built by the European company TECHNIPHONE.

Techniphone: BP22, 13610 LePuy Ste Réparade, France
phone (33)42618961, Fax (33)42618531

US Representative: MORS Technologies, 3430,
Rue Griffith, Ville St Laurent, QUEBEC H4TIA 7, CANADA

phone (514)735.4411, Fax (514)735 8000
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